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Trọn bộ câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 12 Unit 9: Deserts có đáp án. Cung cấp tài liệu tham 

khảo miễn phí và hữu ích dành cho các em học sinh, quý thầy cô giáo, chuẩn bị tốt cho các kì thi 

quan trọng sắp tới. 

Bộ 60 câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 12 Unit 9: Deserts 

Mời các bạn theo dõi chi tiết tại đây: 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 9: Phonetics and Speaking 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D the word that has the underlined part different from others. 

Question 1.  

A. almost     

B. camel     

C. aborigine     

D. blanket 

Question 2.  

A. buffalo     

B. but     

C. cactus     

D. hummock 

Question 3.  

A. acacia     

B. camel     

C. crest     

D. corridor 

Question 4.  

A. branch     

B. stretch     
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C. challenge     

D. chemistry 

Question 5.  

A. mosquito     

B. enormous     

C. crocodile     

D. colony 

Question 6.  

A. expedition     

B. camel     

C. gazelle     

D. stretch 

Question 7.  

A. tableland     

B. jackal     

C. branch     

D. parallel 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D the word that has different stress pattern from others. 

Question 8.  

A. corridor     

B. tableland     

C. colony     

D. acacia 

Question 9.  
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A. circle     

B. aerial     

C. gazelle     

D. eastward 

Question 10. 

 A. survey     

B. explore     

C. lizard     

D. agent 

Question 11. 

A. neelde     

B. firewood     

C. blanket     

D. instead 

Question 12.  

A. buffalo     

B. mosquito     

C. similar     

D. crocodile 

Question 13.  

A. enormous     

B. mosquito     

C. interpret     

D. parallel 
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Question 14.  

A. rabbit     

B. lizard     

C. destroy     

D. desert 

Question 15.  

A. needle     

B. improve     

C. instead     

D. explore 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.A 2.C 3.A 4.D 5.B 6.B 7.C 8.D 9.C 10.B 11.D 12.B 13.D 14.C 15.A 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 9: Vocabulary and Grammar 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentences 

Question 1. Many desert plants develop their long and shallow root system._________, they can 

collect much water as much as possible. 

A. So     

B. Therefore     

C. However     

D. Although 

Question 2. Deserts often include _________ and rocky surface. 

A. Oil     

B. Water     

C. Sand     
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D. Trees 

Question 3. We go to school every day per week____________ Sundays. 

A. but     

B. so     

C. except     

D. therefore 

Question 4. ___________ a desert requires a lot of careful preparation and survival skills. 

A. Visiting     

B. Exploring     

C. Visit     

D. Explore 

Question 5. You have no choice __________ work hard to make your parents happy. 

A. despite     

B. therefore     

C. because     

D. but 

Question 6. ____________ other students, he goes to school five days per week. 

A. As     

B. Similar to     

C. Like     

D. Alike 

Question 7. Newcomers find it difficult_______ a new environment when studying abroad. 

A. to adapt     

B. to adapt to     
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C. adapting     

D. adapting to 

Question 8. _____________ drive to fast. You will be fined. 

A. Not     

B. With     

C. Don’t     

D. Do 

Question 9. The Sahara is the largest hot desert in the world______ it isn’t the largest one in the 

world. 

A. therefore     

B. however     

C. but     

D. so 

Question 10. It is raining heavily_______ we can’t go out for walking. 

A. therefore     

B. so     

C. but     

D. because 

Question 11. The weather is so cold.________, we still continue our exploration of this beautiful 

place. 

A. However     

B. Therefore     

C. But     

D. So 

Question 12. I missed the lessons yesterday so I have to___________ on work. 
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A. put up     

B. catch up     

C. work up     

D. go with 

Question 13. Teenagers can’t live ___________ a smart phone. 

A. except     

B. however     

C. without     

D. because 

Question 14. I went to a food stall to buy some sandwiches for breakfast________ it didn’t have 

it. 

A. however     

B. but     

C. except     

D. despite 

Question 15. ________ Simpson Desert of_______ Australia is the largest desert of the country. 

A. The/ Ø     

B. Ø/ the     

C. A/ the     

D. The/ the 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.B 2.C 3.C 4.B 5.D 6.C 7.B 8.C 9.C 10.B 11.A 12.B 13.C 14.B 15.A 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 9: Reading 

Read the passage below and decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE? 
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The Middle East and North Africa are one of the driest regions on earth. Nearly two-thirds of the 

region is desert. The Sahara Desert of northern Africa is the largest desert in the world. Desert air 

contains little moisture, so few clouds form over the land. Without clouds to block the sun, 

temperatures may reach as much as 125°F during the day. At night, without the clouds to contain 

the heat, the temperature can fall to as low as 125°F. Extreme temperatures combining with little 

rainfall make desert life difficult for people, plants, and animals. Therefore, some life forms have 

adapted to even the most severe desert environment. Camels are able to survive long periods 

without food or water. Many desert plants have long, shallow root systems. This allows the 

plants to reach out to collect water over great distances. Other desert plants have taproots. 

Taproots grow very deep so they can tap sources of underground water. Plant life in the desert is 

usually spread out over great distances. This is why deserts are often described as barren, or 

lifeless. 

Question 1. The South East and North Africa are the driest regions in the world. 

A. True     

B. False 

Question 2. The Sahara Desert is located in the Asia. 

A. True     

B. False 

Question 3. The temperature of desert can decrease to 125°C at night. 

A. True     

B. False 

Question 4. A lot of plants on desert have long and shallow root systems to collect water from a 

far distance. 

A. True     

B. False 

Question 5. The life on deserts is often described as barren or lifeless. 

A. True     

B. False 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the passage below 

The Sahara is the …..(6)….. hot desert in the world, and the third largest desert behind 

Antarctica and the Arctic, which are ….(7)…. cold deserts. The Sahara is one …(8)…. the 
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harshest environments on Earth, covering 3.6 million square miles (9.4 million square 

kilometers), nearly a third of the African continent, about the size of the United States …(9)….. 

Alaska and Hawaii. The name of the desert comes ……(10)…. the Arabic word ṣaḥrāʾ, which 

means "desert." 

Question 6.  

A. smallest     

B. largest     

C. most largest     

D. the most largest 

Question 7.  

A. neither     

B. either     

C. both     

D. all 

Question 8.  

A. of     

B. among     

C. between     

D. with 

Question 9.  

A. excluding     

B. including     

C. consisting     

D. covering 

Question 10.  
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A. from     

B. after     

C. up     

D. forward 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these following questions 

In terms of sheer size, the Antarctic Desert is the largest desert on Earth, measuring a total of 

13.8 million square kilometers. Antarctica is the coldest, windiest, and most isolated continent on 

Earth, and is considered a desert because its annual precipitation can be less than 51 mm in the 

interior. 

It’s covered by a permanent ice sheet that contains 90% of the Earth’s fresh water. Only 2% of 

the continent isn’t covered by ice, and this land is strictly along the coasts, where all the life that 

is associated with the land mass (i.e. penguins, seals and various species of birds) reside. The 

other 98% of Antarctica is covered by ice which averages 1.6 km in thickness. 

There are no permanent human residents, but anywhere from 1,000 to 5,000 researchers inhabit 

the research stations scattered across the continent – the largest being McMurdo Station, located 

on the tip of Ross Island. Beyond a limited range of mammals, only certain cold-adapted species 

of mites, algaes, and tundra vegetation can survive there. 

Question 11. What is the size of the Antarctic Desert? 

A. 13.8 million square kilometers     

B. 14 million square kilometers 

C. 13.8 square kilometers     

D. 1.6 square kilometers 

Question 12. Why is the Antarctic Desert considered a desert? 

A. Because it is very hot.     

B. Because it is the most isolated continent on Earth. 

C. It’s precipitation every year is very low.     

D. Because it is the coldest place on Earth. 

Question 13. What covers the Antarctic Desert? 

A. The Antarctic Desert is covered by a permanent ice sheet. 
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B. It contains 90% of the Earth’s fresh water. 

C. It is covered by the coasts. 

D. It is covered by the oasis. 

Question 14. How many researchers inhabit this cold desert? 

A. 1,000 researchers     

B. 1,000-5,000 researchers 

C. More than 5,000 researchers     

D. No researchers live here. 

Question 15. Which species of animals can survive in Antarctic desert? 

A. Some mammals 

B. Only particular cold-adapted mites and algaes 

C. Penguins, seals and various species of birds 

D. Some mammals and certain cold-adapted species of mites, algaes, and tundra vegetation 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.A 2.B 3.A 4.A 5.A 6.B 7.C 8.A 9.B 10.A 11.A 12.B 13.A 14.B 15.D 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 9: Writing 

Each sentence has a mistake. Find it by choosing the letter A, B, C or D. 

Question 1. On the south of the Simpson Desert, the dunes are parallel. 

A. On     

B. South     

C. dunes     

D. parallel 

Question 2. Camels often are used by people to transport goods across the desert. 

A. often are     
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B. used     

C by     

D. across 

Question 3. The hill is too slopping that we had to spend many hours climbing up. 

A. hill     

B. too     

C. that     

D. climbing up 

Question 4. Science research helps us to discover many hidden secrets of the world. 

A. science     

B. research     

C. hidden     

D. the world 

Question 5. If you look at the map, you can see that the desert is next of the Rock Mountains in 

the USA. 

A. look at     

B. see     

C. desert     

D. next of 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentences with given words 

Question 6. Slippery/ roads/ be,/ team/ try/ best/ climb up. 

A. Slippery like the roads were, team tried their best to climb up. 

B. Slipper as the roads are, the team tried their best to climb up. 

C. Slippery as the roads were, the team tried their best to climb up. 
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D. Slippery however the roads were, the team tried their best to climb up. 

Question 7. weather/ cold/ so/ team/ have/ cancel/ meeting. 

A. The weather was cold so the team had to cancel the meeting. 

B. The weather was so cold so the team had to cancel the meeting. 

C. Weather was too cold so the team had to cancel the meeting. 

D. The weather is so cold so the team had to cancel the meeting. 

Question 8. Cold deserts/ can/ cover/ snow/ frozen water. 

A. Cold deserts can be covered in the snow and frozen water. 

B. The cold deserts can cover in snow and frozen water. 

C. Cold deserts can be covered in the snow and frozen water. 

D. The cold deserts can be covered in the snow and frozen water. 

Question 9. They/ used/ climb/ crest/ hill/ enjoy/ spectacular/ view. 

A. They used to climbing up the crest of the hill to enjoy the spectacular view. 

B. They used to climb up the crest of the hill enjoying the spectacular view. 

C. They used to climb up the crest of the hill to enjoy the spectacular view. 

D. They used to climbing up the crest of the hill to enjoy the spectacular view. 

Question 10. Most/ sand/ dunes/ may/ be/ over 200 meters/ height. 

A. Most sand dunes may be over 200 meters in height. 

B. Most sand dunes may be over 200 meters with height. 

C. Most of sand dunes may be over 200 meters on height. 

D. Most of the sand dunes may be over 200 meters at height. 

Rewrite sentences without changing the meaning 

Question 11. My father had the garage repair his car. 

A. His car was had to repair by the garage. 
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B. My father got the garage repair his car. 

C. My father had his car repaired by the garage. 

D. His car was repaired by the garage. 

Question 12. My parents let me participate in the next camping with my class. 

A. My parents allows me participate in the next camping with my class. 

B. I was let participate in the next camping with my class. 

C. I was let to participate in the next camping with my class 

D. I was allowed to participate in the next camping with my class by my parents. 

Question 13. You don’t have to fill in this form now. 

A. You can fill in this form later. 

B. This form doesn’t have to be filled now. 

C. This form isn’t had to fill now. 

D. You don’t need fill in this form now. 

Question 14. A student needs to pay attention to the lessons on class. 

A. A student should concentrate to the lessons on class. 

B. A student needs to be hard-working on class. 

C. You mustn’t be lazy on class. 

D. A student needs to take notice of the lessons on class. 

Question 15. Although it was cold, we decided to go for a picnic. 

A. We decided to go for a picnic because it was cold. 

B. However cold it was, we decided to go for a picnic. 

C. Cold as it was, we decided to go for a picnic. 

D. If it wasn’t cold, we decided to go for a picnic. 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 
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1.A 2.A 3.B 4.A 5.D 6.C 7.B 8.A 9.C 10.D 11.C 12.D 13.B 14.D 15.B 
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